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The airport to Siem Reap is a leftover
from French rule. It is nice enough, but
somewhat small; it was built for turbojets. A new airport is currently under
construction. We had hired Kim San to
be our guide for our three days in Cambodia because of his excellent reviews
on www.tripadvisor.com. However, we
were greeted by Thap, a cousin of Kim
San. Because of Kim San’s great reviews he commanded a higher price than
other guides. However, there were one
or two reviews that commented on how
Kim’s young son would get sick and an
unrated–cousin–associate would end up
being pawned off on the customer for the
same premium price. This was to be our lot. I hope Kim San’s son is doing better, but I
somehow doubt it. Normally a car, driver and guide can be had for twenty five dollars a day.
We paid twice the going rate.
It turns out that Siem Reap, like its airports, is a place in transition. “Siem Reap” means
“Siam (Thailand) Defeated” which is a reference to a long–ago battle. The presence of
Angkor nearby is attracting more and more tourists and part of the town is a boomtown,
growing to accommodate visitors and their money. Our hotel was quite nice and very reasonable – it seemed like a modern version of a grand hotel left over from colonial days.
Cambodia is one of the poorest countries in the world, so in Siem Reap the dollars that the
tourists leave behind are manna from heaven. Most of the tourist’s gold is channeled to those
who have the most political pull. According to our guide, the barren economic landscape is
due more to government corruption than anything else. It is a common story on this planet.
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Cambodia could be a wealthy nation, but the local population is anything but optimistic
about future prosperity. All transactions here are in American dollars – Cambodians don’t
trust their own government currency. I don’t read Cambodian, but I believe on the side of
police cars is written “harass and extort” instead of ‘protect and serve.” Our guide book
instructed us that if we had a problem, avoid the police if possible.
We talked to our guide and later with another Cambodian about the days of Pol Pot (alias
Grand–Uncle, Elder Brother or First Brother) and the genocide his Khmer Rouge inflicted
on the local population. Both Cambodians said that Pol Pot had killed their fathers (they
said Pol Pot, but I am sure they meant one of Pol Pot’s minions). The surprising thing was
their lack of resentment (to use a mild word) of this monster. They pointed out that Pol Pot
undertook this “experiment in government” (randomly murdering twenty to thirty percent
of all his fellow citizens) out of love of Cambodia. Yes he made some “mistakes”, but his
“brilliant” strategy of emulating Mao’s cultural revolution won Cambodia a Chinese ally in
their efforts to save the country from the Vietnamese. And the facts that Mao’s cultural
revolution was currently yielding a similar disaster in China or that Pol Pot provoked a
Vietnamese invasion with cross border raids are not relevant.
The Cambodians have had conflicts with its neighbors for thousands of years (and are currently skirmishing with Thailand over a temple on their shared border), but it seems that it
is Vietnam that they currently fear the most. The politics of Indochina are quite intricate
and complex, and have always been so. At stake is not just trade agreements, but one’s
culture, nation, language and religion (not to mention one’s very life), so each country is a
master at scheming when it comes Indochinese politics. Each country enjoyed a time when
it was a rich and mighty empire that ruled over the other nations in Indochina and each
country remembers those days as its golden days that should be theirs once again.
Still, one would think that there is little worse than having a “Grand–Uncle” as leader of
one’s country and witnessing the murder of parents, schoolmates and relatives. Even worse
was being forced to partake in the bloodletting as a child against other children, as one
seller in the night market told us he was forced to do. Cambodians don’t miss Pol Pot,
but I would think that they would resent Pol Pot a little more than they do. Apparently
I do not understand my own species. In Exodus, many of the Jews, fleeing the oppressive
Pharaoh, longed to return to Egypt. One observes that the kidnapped often identify with
their tormentors. The choice between heaven and hell, or good and evil is not always an
obvious one to many of us.
The next morning we were off to ancient temple sites. Around 800AD Khmer King Jayavarman II declared independence from Java (the Indonesian Hindu empire) and established his
capital in Roluos, north of Tonlé Sap (Great Lake), outside present day Siem Reap. Through
diplomacy, force of arms and marriage Jayavarman established the Khmer Empire and in
802AD declared himself “God–King”. He identified his rule with the Hindu God Siva. God–
Kings are sort of like Grand–Uncles, only they build temples and are a little less homicidal.
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Fifty years later Jayavarman’s son, Yashovarman, established nearby Angkor (City of Kings)
and moved the capital there. Angkor served as the center of the Khmer Empire until its
downfall in 1431AD (with an exception of twenty years in the 900’s when the local population fled from Ayutthayan (Thai) invaders). At its height, the empire consisted of parts of
modern–day Laos, Thailand, Vietnam, Burma, and Malaysia.
Angkor was more than just an exotic capital of a long gone empire. It was the largest city,
in terms of area, the world had ever seen up to the industrial age. Satellite photographs
show that Angkor consisted of 390 square miles (the urban center of ancient Rome was 16
square miles), with over a thousand Wats (temples) and up to one million residents. Angkor
is sometimes referred to as a region instead of a city, because of its low density and sprawl.
Think Los Angeles, which at 500 square miles is only a little bit bigger than Angkor. The
Angkorians used wood for all their buildings other than Wats “because only the Gods had a
right to residences made of stone.” Even the God–King’s residence was made of perishable
materials. Only Wats were made from sandstone and granite quarried from nearby mountains. It is these temple ruins that survive today. It is as if the memory of the Parisian
gourmet restaurants, great art and magnificent brothels had perished hundreds of years ago
and all that remained was the ruins Notre Dame and the Sacré Cœur. Only the temples of
Angkor are much more impressive than the French ruins would be. Starting with Jayavarman II, and with each succeeding king, new temples of previously unimagined magnificence
were added to Angkor. Many had a lingam, (stone phallus) at their center representing the
King. All this splendor was largely lost in human consciousness after 1431AD when the city
was ransacked and the jungle gradually repossessed the city. Eventually all that remained
of Angkor were rumors of a mythical city in the jungle. Then in 1861, the French naturalist,
Henri Mouhot, rediscovered Angkor. His footprints were followed by the modern parade of
archaeologists, international restoration specialists, tourists, temple raiders (real and Hollywood posers) and local hawkers. Fortunately, Angkor is large enough to swallow up all its
new inhabitants and still leave a visitor space to marvel at wonder of Angkor.
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The most famous of all Wats in Angkor is Angkor Wat (Temple City), thought to be the
largest religious monument ever built, with its outside walls a half mile in length per side.
Angkor Wat was built by Suryavarman II in the mid–1100’s. Unlike the graceful dome
cathedrals of Europe, Angkor Wat is more like a 699 foot high mountain of quarried rock.
It is the only Angkor temple that is also a mausoleum and was dedicated to Vashnu rather
than to Siva as previous Wats had been. Thap, our guide, expounded, encyclopedia–like,
from memory on the Churning of the Sea of Milk (a 49 meter long frieze depicted Hindu
deities stirring up oceans of milk in search of an elixir of immortality), and other Hindu
fables, monkey–kings and Khmer battles, which also had their own giant friezes. I spent
most of my time taking photographs and exploring the temple – I figured I could read up
on churning seas of milk later.
After Suryavarman II’s death, around 1150AD, the Khmer Empire fell into disarray, leaving
an opening that the Empire’s neighbors exploited. In 1177 the Cham, from what is now
southern Vietnam, sailed up the Mekong River and across Tonlé Sap, destroying parts of
Angkor and killing the residing God–King. A Khmer prince who was to become the greatest
of all Angkorian kings, Jayavarman VII, led his countrymen to victories against the Cham in
battles on both land and water. In 1181AD, Jayavarman VII became God–King Jayavarman
VII. The new King then constructed Angkor Thom (The Great City) with Bayon, a large
temple, at it’s center. I found while walking along the Leper King Terrace and the Elephant
Terrace that the artistry, content, details, and craftsmanship of reliefs on the walls of Angkor
Thom depicting the battles with the Cham, the ordinary life of the city’s inhabitants and
the superb quality of Jayavarman II’s harem still impress, despite the ravages of time and
jungle.. Greatly impresses. It is good to be God–King!
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Jayavarman VII broke with his predecessors and became a follower of Mahayana Buddhism
(the Buddhism of modern day Korea and Japan). The numerous Wats and gates he built
bear numerous giant stone carvings of the Bodhisattva Avalokiteshvara, as represented by
Jayavarman VII himself, thus creating his own personality cult. Having seen the movie
Tomb Raiders before visiting Angkor, these carvings seemed like leftovers from Hollywood
filming (they are not). Each carving seem to differ only in size, not content. Each had
the same mysterious expression that is about as easily interpreted as Mona Lisa’s smile.
Jayavaram VII converted Hindu temples, including Angkor Wat, to Buddhist ones. Later,
after Jayavaram VII’s death, a Hindu revival would result in a large–scale desecration of
Jayavaram VII’s Buddhist images.
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Jayavarman VII also constructed the well-known temples of Ta Prohm (Ancestor Brahma)
and Preah Khan (Sacred Sword), dedicating them to his parents and elder brother. Ta
Prohm was a Mahayana Buddhist monastery and university. It is one of the most popular
and photogenic Wats and is recognized by modern man from the movie Tomb Raider . Unlike
most of the other rediscovered temples, Ta Prohm has been left partially un–reclaimed from
jungle. Huge silk-cotton and strangler fig trees grow on top of the ruins creating a scene
that might have first been presented to Henri Mouhot years ago. Laura and I were in a spell
walking about Ta Prohm.
The Khmer Empire slid into a slow decline beginning in the 1100’s, suffering from internal
rebellions, and finally collapsed at hands of the Kingdom of Siam (Thailand) in 1431AD.
Some scholars have associated the decline with the introduction of Theravada Buddhism from
Sri Lanka in the thirteenth century. These scholars theorize that the Hindu conception of
God–Kings the Khmer Empire was built on was not compatible with Theravada Buddhism,
a stringent form of Buddhism, that is still the dominant religion in Cambodia (and Thailand
and Burma). The transition to Theravada Buddhism was not smooth, with Hinduism making
several comebacks. Temples were converted from Hindu temples to Buddhist ones and then
back and forth again. Jayavarman VIII destroyed the Buddhist artifacts of his predecessors
and replaced them with Hindu ones. Ta Prohm, was converted to Hindu temple and Bayon’s
3.6 meter tall statue of Buddha was destroyed. · · · “Why can’t we all just get along!”
Other scholars attribute the fall of the Khmer Empire to a period of extreme drought.
Certainly the drain from constant conflict with Ayutthaya (Thailand) took its toll. All these
stresses must have contributed to the collapse.
From the early 1600’s on, Thailand and Vietnam each “exhibited a great deal of control”
over Cambodia.. Then, in 1863, France “took possession” of Cambodia, only to “hand over”
the country to the Japanese during World War II. After the war, the French “regained”
Cambodia. It was not until 1953 that Cambodia once again “became” independent under
Prince Sihanouk. Unfortunately it “emerged” from the Vietnamese war with Pol Pot, and
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subsequently was invaded by Vietnam. When the Vietnamese left eleven years later, the
United Nations established a joint government between Prince Sihanouk and the Vietnamese
puppet, Hun Sen, who ruled Cambodia during the time of the Vietnamese occupation. Hun
Sen seized complete power in a violent coup in 1977. In 2003 Cambodia had elections and
currently Hun Sen still rules this country of eleven million souls, now as prime minister with
Prince Sihanouk’s son is holding the symbolic post of King.

One morning Thap took Laura and me on a boat ride into an inlet of Tonlé Sap (Great Lake),
the largest lake in Southeast Asia. The Mekong River runs through it and the lake serves as
a reservoir in the dry season and expands its borders during the wet season, flooding much of
the fertile countryside each year, along with the fields (and sometimes elevated homes) of the
Cambodian farmers who live there. The lake and its inlets provide refugee for wildlife; fish,
foul and reptile (including crocodiles). There are also several floating villages of Vietnamese
boat people who are not welcome in Cambodian society. Nor will Communist Vietnam,
from which they fled, allow them to return. Living without citizenship from any country,
these stateless souls are prohibited from owning property or running any businesses that
Cambodians might desire for themselves. They are forced to live on boats that they built
themselves from scavenged materials. Living in a state of limbo, they make a living tending
to their fish farms (often literally living on top of their caged fish) and catching wild fish
on the lake. They sell fish to Cambodians onshore and sell food and souvenirs on floating
platforms to which Cambodian tour guides deliver tourists. They, themselves, are prohibited
from being tour guides or transporting tourists on the water – those jobs are reserved for
Cambodians.
Our guide book warned us that the short, inexpensive boat rides were not nearly as good as
the more involved ones that traveled to more distant floating villages. We took one of short
inexpensive rides. It was great; the other rides must have been super fantastic. It was a
perfect trip for voyeurs – we motored past countless boat houses, peering into their open one
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room living areas, watching kids play, mothers nurse, women cook, men mend their fishing
nets and all of them bathe. Many were trying to sleep off the oppressive heat. Both Laura
and I took hundreds of photographs! Despite the unending caravan of passing voyeuristic
tourists, the boat people did not seem to mind the intrusion and would often wave to us.

These Vietnamese refugees had no electricity or running water. The somewhat dormant
waters of the inlet served many roles. The waters wash away sewerage from both the fish
farms and human inhabitants, bathed bodies, shampooed hair and cleaned clothes. The
waters provided a swimming playground for children and temporary relief from the heat
for all. Lake water was also used for washing dishes and for cooking. When we passed a
modern barge filtering fresh water for the community, Laura and I felt particularly proud.
It was donated by the American Government – an expenditure of American taxpayer money
(and/or government debt) neither of us regret.
We found that each houseboat was unique and had its own beauty. Though exceedingly
modest, each was lovingly maintained - each had small canoes parked alongside, freshly
washed clothes hanging from the sides and firewood stacked on its roof. There were barges
devoted to community activities. Since most of the millions of former Vietnamese who
fled from Communist “re–education” camps in their homeland were Catholic, it was not
surprising to find a church boat and a parochial school boat. There was also a market boat,
a community center boat and several small stores on boats. One sensed a strong sense of
community.
Despite discrimination against stateless Vietnamese, the boat people appeared to be happier
than the natives. Despite their precarious past and present, they had gained some control
over their lives. They lived in beautiful surroundings. Their children seemed engaged in much
more play than the children we observed on solid ground. No wonder they are resented.
Cambodia is a country that has much potential if it can solve its political problems. When
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given opportunity, Cambodians are willing to work hard to improve their lot. One night
Laura and I walked to Siem Reap’s night market and ate at the Red Piano, a restaurant
famous for being Angelina Jolie’s favorite restaurant in town (prices reasonable, food, atmosphere, and service excellent). There were many stores and other restaurants there. Free
markets work in Cambodia too.
Perhaps the most interesting and haunting human interactions we had were with Cambodian
children. Some were lucky enough to be born to families that could take care of them and
were able to attend school (such as the boy below, on the left). Others did not attend school
and had to fend for themselves (the three boys below, on the right).

Many of the unfortunate kids of Siem Reap spend their days selling trinkets to tourists in
Angkor. They were smart kids and friendly, but mature and old beyond their years. They
were singularly focused on harvesting tourist dollars – I could not distract them from their
task, even momentarily, with clever wit or devastatingly funny humor. Even a quick glance
in their direction would invite aggressive efforts to sell their cheap wares. Still, I liked these
kids. Perhaps they came from families who lived on only a few hundred dollars a year, as
many families in Cambodia do. On the other hand they could have come from families well
enough connected to have their kids sell among the ruins. Or, like gypsy kids in Southern
Europe, they could have all been run by ruthless adults looking on a short distance away for
all I knew. Still, I often found myself buying scarfs and trinkets I did not want from them.
For a dollar, they were very happy to pose for a photograph. The dollar was a lot to them
and the portraits meant something to me. I liked the thought that I was helping these kids.
At one stop, I decided to buy a book on Angkor from a young girl for five dollars. I gave
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her a ten dollar bill and she pulled out a roll of American currency, perhaps two thousand
dollars worth, to make change for me. At the next stop I saw another kid selling the same
book for two dollars.
Not everything in Cambodia is as it appears. However, there is much to learn and figure out
about the Khmer people, present and past. There also is much to like.
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